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Dear Friends of the Preborn,
We just returned from the most significant event and effort going on in all of
America! Hundreds gathered in Oklahoma to rally around a seasoned two-term
legislator who is running for governor with the promise to interpose and abolish
abortion in the state. This has never happened before since this slaughter of the
preborn commenced back in 1973. The regulating of abortion – which has been the
standard operating procedure by pro-lifers in the political realm for 45 years now – is
coming to an end. The message of immediate interposition and total abolition
continues to steadily grow.
I was honored to speak at the rally on Friday night, March 2nd. Here is some of what I said:
There’s been a bully on the playground; a thug in the parking lot; an
unleashed wild dog – namely the federal beast that has long needed to be
confronted but which the magistrates of this nation have cowered before –
peeing down their legs like a defeated dog.
They want nothing to do with confronting the beast; nothing to do with
defying the tyrant; nothing to do with smashing idols – and because of their
cowardice the tyrant has enjoyed the convenience of building the next planks
of his tyranny for decades now. Men need to realize you cannot appease a
bully – you have to confront him.
Thank God we gather here tonight to rally around a seasoned magistrate who
is now running for a higher office – namely governor – a man who is willing to
hazard his own life and confront the tyrant.
[Listen to the whole speech at
www.facebook.com/DanFisherforGovernor/videos/2016020651949594/]
Nearly 50 Wisconsinites made the trip down to rally with the Oklahomans. We stayed for
five days – passing out literature at churches, universities, and out on the streets. There is
hope there amongst the Christians when they learn there is a man running who will do
right by Christ and the preborn. Check out Dan’s website at FisherForGovernor.com
And while that is going on in Oklahoma, we continue to build upon that same
message of interposition and abolition here in Wisconsin. Our effort at the Capitol in
Madison on February 7th caused no small stir. Please take time to read the big card
enclosed which is what we delivered to the legislators. Check out the other side of this
page for an update on the petition. We cannot thank you all enough who have gotten
these signed and sent in to us. May we remain faithful to Christ!

Pastor Matt Trewhella

UPCOMING EVENTS:
NEXT MONTHLY TOUR STOP
West Allis, WI - April 21st, 2018 - 11:30am - 1pm

At the intersection of National Ave. & Hwy 100

OPERATION SAVE AMERICA
Indianapolis, IN July 14th – 21st, 2018

Missionaries to the Preborn will gather with hundreds of others for an Operation Save
America undertaking. This effort will include much ministry on the streets during the day and
speakers in the evening. Indiana is a state that has introduced a bill of abolition twice now –
and twice the bill has been killed by the GOP leadership and pro-life/pro-family groups. Now,
candidates are running to primary these turncoats and to expose the cabal between the GOP
and the pro-life/pro-family groups. Contact us if you would like to be a part of this effort!

PETITION AND RELATED MATTERS
The Petition will continue to be circulated until August 31st. We are astounded at how many of you
are getting these signed and to us! Please continue to get them signed by family, friends, at church
and the workplace. You can download a clean petition at
AbolishAbortionWI.com/aawi-petition.pdf
Our time at the Capitol on February 7 caused no small stir. The wicked actually gathered 500+
signatures to try and get us kicked out of the room a GOP legislator – Chuck Wichgers - had reserved
for us. The GOP caucus spent over an hour talking about us. Legislators who know us spoke on our
behalf and all heard about interposition and abolition. In the end, they did not kick us out.
The message of immediate interposition and total abolition continues to grow. Please take time to
check out our new 2-minute video which you can share with others –
www.facebook.com/AbolishAbortionWI/videos/758544957668652
It has over 12,000 views already!

THE SUPREME COURT HAS WRITTEN ITSELF
POWERS OUT OF THIN AIR - AND MUST BE DEFIED
By Matthew Trewhella
On November 18th, 1302, Pope Boniface VIII issued his Unam Sanctam declaring, “We declare,
state, and define, that it is absolutely necessary for the salvation of all human beings that they
submit to the Roman Pontiff.”
Any human institution that has the audacity to declare itself the final arbiter to which all men must
submit – corrupts itself. Just 200 years later, the Reformation proved Boniface wrong.
On September 12th, 1958, the Supreme Court of the United States [SCOTUS] issued its own
Unam Sanctam. In the Cooper v. Aaron case, they declared that their court opinions are the “law
of the land,” that they are the final arbiter of all constitutional questions, and that all people and all
other branches of government must submit to them.
The amazing thing is that none of this was the issue before the Court. The issue in the Cooper case
was an unjust discrimination law in Arkansas against black people – not whether their opinions
were the “law of the land;” not whether they are the final arbiter; not that every other branch must
submit to them. The Court created a fiction wherein they gave themselves powers not granted
them by the Constitution.
Some judicial supremacists try to guilt-manipulate those who rightly oppose the Court’s fiction.
They take Cooper v. Aaron and say – “So you think that all what the Court did on behalf of blacks
and against prejudice should be undone?” (Of course the air that you are racist is floated in how
the question is asked). But this is utter nonsense.
Just because a branch of government does right in one matter but then does wrong in another
matter – doesn’t mean that we should give them a pass or submit to the wrong they have done. We
can applaud and understand the Court taking Arkansas to task in Cooper because of the immoral
stance the state had embraced, but that does not mean we should tolerate their assertion that what
they have written is law; that they are the final arbiter; and that all must always submit to them.
Utter nonsense.
Just because SCOTUS did right in Cooper, doesn’t mean we ignore the wrong they did in Roe
when they decreed preborn babies can be murdered in the womb or the wrong they did in
Obergefell when they decreed two men or two women can marry. In the matter of Cooper,
SCOTUS made right a wrong – but in Roe and Obergefell they made a wrong a right.
This embrace of judicial supremacy has resulted in social transformation without representation.
We elect legislators to write our laws only to have them – time and time again – trampled by
SCOTUS. Our founders rid us of a monarchy and we have replaced it with an oligarchy.

The Men of 1859
In the Cooper opinion, SCOTUS appeals to the Abelman v. Booth case of 1859 which originated
in Wisconsin wherein SCOTUS upheld the federal Fugitive Slave Act. They quote Chief Justice
Taney from the Booth opinion to assert that all other branches of government – including state
governments – must submit to the Court’s interpretation of the Constitution.
And this proves the deeper point. What is important to the Supreme Court is not whether what
they rule is right or wrong, just or unjust, moral or immoral – what is important to SCOTUS is
that they be obeyed – whether they uphold a great evil like the Fugitive Slave Act or denounce an
evil like Arkansas’ racial discrimination policy.
What the justices fail to mention in their Cooper opinion is that Wisconsin defied their
interpretation of the Constitution in the Booth case. And this is the duty of states – not to bow
down to unjust or immoral opinions issued by SCOTUS, but to interpose and defy the judiciary
which has decided to play the tyrant.
This was a conflict of jurisdictions between state and federal governments – as America’s
founders envisioned would happen when one branch promotes evil. This is what should happen in
a true federalism. The legislators of 1859 understood their duty. They confronted the federal tyrant
– and reminded him that his authority has limits.
The men of 1859 not only declared in their resolution that the unjust and immoral federal Fugitive
Slave Act was “without authority, void, and of no force” in the state of Wisconsin. But they
openly checked federal tyranny by stating:
“Resolved, that the government formed by the Constitution of the United States was not
the exclusive or final judge of the extent of the powers delegated to itself; but that, as in
all other cases of compact [the compact being the Constitution] among parties having no
common judge, each party has an equal right to judge for itself.”
And the duty of our state officials in our day is no different. Their duty is not to accommodate or
bow down – but to interpose when the Supreme Court acts lawlessly. A true federalism
understands the importance of checks and balances. As legal historian Alpheus Thomas Mason
wrote not too long ago: “Implicit in the system of government the Framers designed is the basic
premise that unchecked power in any hands whatsoever is intolerable.”
The Supreme Court is not above divine law. They are not above God. They are not the voice of
God. They are not God. God’s law declares “You shall not murder.” His created order has declared
that a man joins a woman in marriage. They have contradicted His law and Word and therefore
should not be obeyed in these matters. They are the tyrant.
Cooper is filled with statements by the Court that grant them powers not given them by the
Constitution. As is the case with all human institutions that have declared ultimate authority and
demanded unlimited submission – SCOTUS must be defied – nothing less will do. The Court
must be reminded that their authority has limits.
[To read this article in its entirety, visit www.DefyTyrants.com]
Matthew Trewhella is the pastor of Mercy Seat Christian Church (www.MercySeat.net) and author of the book
The Doctrine of the Lesser Magistrates www.DefyTyrants.com). He and his wife Clara have
eleven children and reside in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin area.

A PETITION OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF WISCONSIN REGARDING THE

TOTAL IMMEDIATE ABOLITION
AND

HUMAN ABORTION

OF

Governor Walker,

Abortion is the murder of a preborn child. Since you have taken office, over 40,000 preborn babies have been
murdered here in Wisconsin. Your penned signature has also given nearly 100 million dollars to Planned
Parenthood whose facilities in our state account for about 80% of the killings.
Year after year, and decade after decade, preborn babies have been pushed to the back of the bus.
The history of the treachery committed against them over the last 45 years witnesses to the fact that the
preborn have been reduced and dehumanized to vote-garnering and money-raising devices.
The U. S. Supreme Court is not the final arbiter of what is or is not constitutional, nor should we stand by while
the innocent are murdered simply because they have issued a court opinion. The history of Western
Civilization teaches us that an unjust law is no law at all - how much more a mere court opinion?
Governor Walker, your duty in this matter is interposition against a lawless federal judiciary.
We the undersigned demand you do your duty and interpose for the preborn. Uphold Wisconsin statute
940.04 and push for legislation that protects all preborn babies from the moment of conception.
Signature

Name

Street Address

Email

Phone

Return signed petitions to Abolish Abortion WI: PO Box 26931, Milwaukee, WI 53226 - AbolishAbortionWI.com
Therefore King Darius signed the written decree. Now when Daniel knew that the writing was signed, he went home. And in his upper room, with his windows open
toward Jerusalem, he knelt down on his knees three times that day, and prayed and gave thanks before his God, as was his custom since early days. Daniel 6:9-10

FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION:

THE KEY TO KEEPING ABORTION
LEGAL IS TO CONTINUOUSLY DELAY
ITS ABOLITION WITH A NEVER ENDING
STREAM OF INCREMENTAL
PRO-LIFE VICTORIES.

S TO P R E G U L A T I N G M U R D E R

Why has abortion continued in
Wisconsin for 45 years now?

Is it because the Pro-Life fundraising groups are not
well funded enough? No. Local Pro-Life fundraising
groups take in well over $3 Million yearly.
Is it because we don’t have enough Pro-Life politicians
in power? No. The Governor, Lt. Governor, Speaker of
the House, Senate, and House are all Pro-Life.
Is it because we don’t have enough Pro-Life
regulations? No. There are dozens of laws
regulating how, when, and by whom preborn
babies may be murdered.
The Pro-Life Movement has, for 45 years,
attempted to regulate abortion as healthcare it has nibbled around the edges of the holocaust
rather than treating abortion for what it is - murder.
Abortion remains legal, not in spite of the
Pro-Life strategy, but in large part because
of the Pro-Life strategy.

If a bill of Abolition were passed in Wisconsin, a long
list of Pro-Life regulations would be repealed.

Why is this? Because these laws were never meant
to abolish abortion. Pro-Life laws regulate how
babies are murdered, who is permitted to murder
them, and at what age they should be murdered.
They regulate how the corpses of murdered babies
should be disposed of. They are, in essence, prochoice laws. They make abortion more acceptable
and sanitized, and make it “safer” for the mothers.
Even with all these Pro-Life regulations in place, over
6,000* babies are still murdered in our state every year.
Following the Pro-Life Movement’s strategy will result in a
continued endless stream of regulations that make
abortion “nicer,” and abortion will never be abolished.
The holocaust will continue indefinitely.
We must repent of the Pro-Life Movement’s failed and
immoral strategy of regulating abortion. It has long
been time to call for the total and immediate
abolition of abortion. The people, the church, and the
governing officials must repent and seek to abolish
abortion as murder, not regulate it as healthcare.

JOIN WITH US: ABOLISHABORTIONWI.COM
*Nearly 6,000 are murdered through surgical abortion every year. Untold thousands more are murdered through unreported chemical or hormonal means, or through inhumane
practices of IVF. This goes to demonstrate the need for all of us to repent of our apathy and wrongdoing toward the dehumanization of our fellow Image bearer. We truly live in a holocaust.

